
ON SUBGROUP COMMUTATORS

M. F. NEWMAN

1. Introduction and notation. The aim of this note is to present a

generalization of two results; one of Hobby and Wright (Theorem 1

of [3]) and the other of Janko [4].

The symbols á, <, <3 mean, in turn, "is a subgroup of", "is a

proper subgroup of", "is a normal subgroup of". A subgroup S is

subnormal in a group G if there are subgroups Sx, ■ ■ • , Sm ol G such

that 5<]5i<3 ■ • • <5m<]G; the length of the shortest such chain is

the subnormal length ol S in G (thus proper normal subgroups have

subnormal length 1). If a, b, c are elements of G, then ab = b~1ab,

a-b=(a-1)b, [a, b]=a~1ab, and [a, b, c]=[[a, b], c]. If A, B, C are

subsets of G, then the subgroup generated by A is denoted {A } ; the

normal closure of A in G is denoted Aa; the subgroup generated by

all commutators [a, b] where aEA, bEB is denoted [4,5]; and the

iterated commutator [[A, B], C] is abbreviated to [A, B, C]. The

Kth (n a positive integer) term [G, ■ • ■ , G] (n repetitions of G) of

the lower central series of G is denoted yn(G), the Frattini subgroup

of G by $(G), and the subgroup generated by the nth powers of ele-

ments of G by ßn(G).

(1.1) Theorem. Let nbe a positive integer. Let G be a nilpotent group

in which y„(G) has the following properties:

(a) for every prime p the Sylow p-subgroup has finite exponent, and

(b) the factor group by the periodic subgroup (i.e., the subgroup gener-

ated by and consisting of the elements of finite order) is finitely generated.

If H is a subgroup of G such that yn(H) <yn(G), then

yn(Hy2(G)ßp(G)) <yn(G)

for some prime p.

Since y2(G)ßp(G) is (obviously) the intersection of all the normal

subgroups of index p in G, an immediate corollary of this is:

(1.2) Corollary. If n, G, H are as in Theorem 1.1, then

yn(m(G))<yn(G).

It is natural to ask to what extent this result is best possible. Sim-

ple examples (which are omitted) show that the conclusion of the
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theorem does not hold when the hypotheses are weakened in any

obvious way.

The paper of Hobby and Wright has two mistakes. The first occurs

in the proof of their Lemma 1. The referee informs me that Hobby

and Wright sent him a correction of this with an offprint. The proof

of Lemma 2.1 below is the referee's which he based on Hobby-and-

Wright's correction; my original proof was based on a slightly differ-

ent inductive step. The second mistake was recently pointed out and

corrected by Hill [2].

The results on subgroup commutators which are used in the proof,

in §3, of Theorem 1.1 are derived in §2. By using more refined com-

mutator calculations it is possible to put Hill's Theorem B in the

same setting. (This will not be done here.)

I am greatly indebted to the referee; this note owes much to his

constructive comments, for these I thank him. I am indebted to

Dr. Janko for drawing my attention to [4],

2. Commutator calculations. The proof of Theorem 1.1 is made to

depend on some results on subgroup commutators. These are de-

rived here from the well-known element commutator identities :

(1) [a, b] = [b, a]-\

(2) [ab, c] = [a, c][a, c, b][b, c],

(3) [a, be] = [a, c][a, b][a, b, c],

(4) [b, c, a] = [a, b~\ <ri]-»[<T\ ar\ b]—,

(see, for example, [l, p. 150]).

If A, B are subgroups of a group G, then, using (3), an easy induc-

tion shows that

Íl[a,b+-Aa,Ílb?\E[A,B,B]
«=i L    ú-i    J

for all aEA, all biEB, and all positive integers r. Hence

(5) Ú[a,b,]-"\a,Jlb\\E[A,B,B}
•—i L    i=i    J

for all aEA, all biEB, and all positive integers r, k.

If A, B, C are subgroups of a group G, then the following subgroup

commutator relations are immediate consequences of (l)-(5) above:

(6) [A, B] - [B, A],

(7) [AB,C]Z{[A,C],[B,C],[A,C,B]},
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(8) [A,BC]û{[A,B],[A,C],[A,B,C]},

(9) [B,C, A] ^[A,B,C]°[C,A,B]°,

(10) [A,ßkiB)] ußki[A,B])[A,B,B]°.

(2.1) Lemma. If H is a subgroup of a group G, then

[G, yn(B)]° =~ [B, 7»(G)]C

for every positive integer n.

Proof. Let N= [H, yn(G)]°. It suffices to prove

[yn-miG), ym+iiH)] á bn-^+iiG), ymiH)]°N

lor all mE {0, 1, • • • , n— l} because then the result follows by an

easy induction. Now, using (6),

[Tn-m(G), ym+liH)}   =   [y«(5), #, yn-m(G)]

^ [H,yn-miG),ymiH)]a[y„_m(G),ym(H),H]0, by (9),

è[yn-m+i(G),ym(H)]°N

using (6) and the fact that [yn-m(G), ym(G) ] ^yn(G) (see, for example,

[1, P. 156]).
It is perhaps of interest to record the following consequence of

Lemma 2.1 which generalizes Theorem 2 of [3].

(2.2) Theorem. If H is a subgroup of a group G and yn(H) —yn(G)

for some positive integer n, then yn+i(H)=y„+x(G).

The proof of this is based on the following simple and presumably

known generalization of the well-known fact that every subgroup of a

nilpotent group is subnormal.

(2.3) Lemma. // H is a subgroup of a group G and yn(G) ¿H for

some positive integer n, then H is subnormal in G.

Proof. Let H=HoûHxû • • • be an ascending sequence of sub-

groups of G such that Hr is the normalizer of izV-i in G for all r. Since

yn(G)^H, it follows that yn-i(G)^Hx and, by an easy induction,

that G = Hn-x\ i.e., H is subnormal in G.

Proof of 2.2. By Lemma 2.3, if is subnormal in G. The proof is by

induction on subnormal length.

Let A be a normal subgroup of G such that yn(N)=yn(G), then

yn+x(G) = [yn(N), G] ^ [N, yn(G)] (by Lemma 2.1) ^7»+i(A) and so

yn+1(G) =yn+1(N) because, trivially, 7»+i(A0 ^7„+i(G).
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Let 5 be an integer greater than 1 and suppose the theorem has

been proved for all subgroups of G whose subnormal length is less

than s. Let K be a subgroup of G with subnormal length 5 and such

that y„iK) = 7„(G). Let L be a subgroup of G which has subnormal

length less than s and in which K is normal, then yniK) =yniL)

= 7„(G). Hence, by the inductive hypothesis, yn+iiL)—yn+iiG); and

y„+iiK) =7„+i(L) because K<^L. Therefore the theorem is true for

all subnormal subgroups and the proof is complete.

3. Proof of Theorem 1.1.

(3.1) Lemma. If H is a subgroup of a nilpotent group G and if

yniH) <7„(G) for some positive integer n, then yniH)yn+iiG) <7„(G).

Proof. Since every subgroup of G is subnormal (Lemma 2.3), an

induction on subnormal length proves the result.

Let A7 be a normal subgroup of G such that yniN) <7„(G), then

7n(G/7„(A7')) =7n(C)/7„(Ar) is nontrivial and so, since every factor

group of G is nilpotent, yn+iiG/yniN)) <y„iG/yniN)). Hence

7„+1(C7)7,l(A0/7n(A0 < yniG)/yniN)   and   therefore   yn+iiG)yniN)

<7n(G).

Let s be an integer greater than 1 and suppose the lemma has been

proved in all nilpotent groups for all subgroups whose subnormal

length is less than 5. Let ii be a subgroup which has subnormal length

j in G and is such that yniK) <7„(G). Let L be a normal subgroup of

G in which K has subnormal length less than 5. If yniL) <7„(G), then

7„(L)7„+i(G) < 7„(G) and, a fortiori, yniK)yn+iiG) < 7n(G). If

7»(L) = 7„(G), then y„iK)<yn(L) and soyniK)yn+i(L) <7«iL) = Y»(G)

by the inductive hypothesis. But 7„+1(L)=7„+i(G), by Theorem 2.2,

so yniK)yn+iiG) <7n(G) as required.

Proof of 1.1. Since 7n(G) is nilpotent, it is easy to verify that

every factor group of 7„(G) has properties (a) and (b) of the state-

ment of the theorem. It follows, using Lemma 3.1, that

yniG)/yniH)yn+iiG)=K, say, is a nontrivial abelian group with

properties (a) and (b). Hence clearly ßPiK) <K for some prime p and

so /3p(7„(G))7„(iî)7n+i(G) <7„(G). Therefore it suffices to prove that

yniHyt(G)ßPiG)) á 7»(#b»+i(G)/îP(7n(G)).

This is proved inductively (on n). The result is trivial for n — 1. Ii

«>1, suppose

7„-i(ff72(G)¿3J1(G)) è yn-iiH)yniG)ßPiyn-iiG)),

then
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yn(Hy2iG)ß„iG)) g [Tn_i(JÎ)y»(G)^(Tn-i(G)), ffy,(G)fc,(0]

g 7n(H)7,.+i(G)/3p(7»(G))

using (7) and (8) and

[yn_i(G), ßp(G)] è ßPiy«iG))yn+xiG)

and

[ßp(yn-x(G)), G] g ßP(yn(G))yn+x(G)

which follow from (10). This completes the proof.
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